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1 General

1.1 Untis 2019

Regarding the use of the terms 'teacher' and 'student'

Since we respect equal treatment of men and women also language-wise, we try to adhere to the basic
principles of the use of gender-neutral language with respect to visualisation and symmetry . In this
manual, however, there are many places referenced on the program interface where it simply is not
possible to use gender-neutral language due to limited space and translatability. Therefore we would like
to explicitly declare that the terms “student“ and “teacher“ refer to both men and women.

1.2 Settings

Untis shows all important settings in one window which can be opened by clicking on the 'Start' tab and
then on the <Settings> button. The local settings are in italics now in order to clearly show which
parameters are saved locally , i.e. in ini-files and which are saved globally, i.e. in gpn-files at your
computer. The language settings are, for instance, saved locally.

1.3 Comments

One of the new functions of Untis 2019, which may have the biggest and broadest impact in general, is
the Comments function which can be used in all fields of the program. This is a possibility to add a
comment or notes to certain fields.
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Example: Master Data:
A certain class - IT1 – needs a note saying that it is a block class.

Click right at the respective field and select <Create comment> from the context menu.
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In the left bottom corner, you can assign the comment to a category . In the above example the selected
category is 'Very important' and is marked in red. (Further down you will read more about how you can
assign your own description to a category.)

The field for which you created a comment is now marked with a triangle of the respective category.
When you move your mouse over the coloured triangle a Tooltip shows the details about the comment.

You can create several comments for one field and you can create different comments for one element in
different fields.
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An overview of all comments is shown in the comments overview window which can also be opened via
the context menu.

You can also open the comments overview window by clicking on the respective icon on the ribbon
( Data tab).
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In the comments overview window you can edit or delete any comments. Via <Settings> you can also
adjust the descriptions of categories.

Note
You also can filter the category (i.e. the colour of the comments) in the comments overview window.

You can also create a comment for time requests.
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1.4 Element Rollup

The teacher tab of the Element-Rollup window now has additional columns: Teaching qualification and
(taught) classes .

The subject tab also has a new column: Subject group .
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1.5 Inherited codes

For quite some time you have been able to show the 'Codes' column in the lesson windows which shows
all codes effective for this lesson. In brackets you see the inherited codes, i.e. the codes entered directly
with the master data of the elements.

What is new is the tooltip showing you the respective codes from which the elements were inherited
when you move your mouse over a cell.
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1.6 Quick filter

As of Untis 2019, all grid views provide a new type of quick filters.

Right-click on any field of the grid and select the function: <Use current field content as filter>. With only
one click you activate the filter and the field content of the selected cell is entered as filter value.

1.7 Master data and lessons

Third gender

Recognising all those persons whose gender identity could not be assigned neither male nor female
gender at birth, and in accordance with the order of the German Federal Constitutional Court of 10
October 2017, Az. 1 BvR 2019/16, NJW 2017, 3643, and in anticipation of an similar decision of the
Austrian Constitutional Court, Untis 2019 introduces to the master data of teachers and students the
third gender 'Inter'.
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According to international standards the letter 'x' (in small letters in order to avoid any confusion with the
locking code) and the symbol for mercury ? will be used.

Note
The  aforementioned  input  fields  regarding  the  third  gender  is  deactivated  for  Austrian  federal  schools
('UPIS schools').

Class teachership

Especially in vocational schools in Austria it is frequent practice that a teacher is class teacher in more
than one class . This is the reason why the teacher master data have two new fields added: The number
of classes they are class teachers of and the list of classes in which they are class teacher.
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Room groups as subject rooms

If you have defined room groups (under 'Rooms | Room groups'), in the Untis 2019 version you now can
enter them also in the master data (of subjects, classes and teachers). In Untis 2018 it has already been
possible to do this with lessons.
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Room groups are now listed under rooms in the selection lists:

Delete filter

In master data and lesson windows you have been able to activate filter criteria for quite some time. By
clicking on the red x right to the filter symbol in the filter line you now can easily delete all entries of the
filter line.
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1.8 Comparison mode

If differences in the master data or in the lessons are detected when you use the Comparison mode , a
tooltip now shows to you in which data set a specific value is saved.

1.9 Printing of lists

With special regard to printing substitution lists, but not only for those but for all Untis lists in general, it
is now possible to change the height of a cell in the page layout per drag and drop as of Untis 2019.
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1.10 Reports

The weekly plan (target) report for teachers has been changed a little bit: Weeks which are entirely in the
holiday months are not printed anymore.

2 Timetables
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2.1 Scheduling functions

Change when using terms

Since Untis 2018 you can add a teacher in a timetable via the context menu of a period or an entire
lesson.

What is new is – provided you use terms - that there is an additional option allowing for applying this
change also in subsequent terms.

Since the scheduling situation in the subsequent terms can be completely different than the current
term, this option is only active if the setting 'For all periods of the lesson' has been selected.
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2.2 Element filter

The element filter function which has been part of the overview timetables for quite some time has been
expanded in such a way that the same selection options are available at different sections of the
program, e.g. when printing individual timetables.
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Element filters have therefore become a full-featured master data element. You can open the respective
window via 'Miscellaneous data | Element filter' at the 'Data tab'.
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In the master data window 'Element filter' you can edit any individual filter like any other master data
element.

2.3 Timetable editor

In response to the suggestions of our users we separated the timetable editor from the actual timetable
in our 2019 version once again. The editor still opens next to the timetable as before, i.e. depending on
the position of the timetable on your screen either right or left to it, however, it can be moved
independently of the timetable window.

If you drag and drop a field in a period window, snap lines are shown supporting you in adjusting the
respective field.
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The <Align fields> function is still available with the same functionality as before.

Different display options such as Print name are only activated if they are available for the selected field.
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If you click on a heading field in the respective timetable while the editor is still open you can edit the
layout of the headings: click on the row heading (2) and the editor for the week days will be activated;
click on the column heading (3) and the editor of the period label will be activated; click into the timetable
(1) and you will get back to the period window editor.
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2.4 Print

2.4.1 Teachers' print names

In the period window, the print names of teachers can be used.
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2.4.2 Printing class texts

Texts which were entered in class master data can now optionally be printed next to or below the
timetable, similar to abbreviations.
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2.4.3 Printing room capacities

Room capacities can now be printed in the headings of timetables.

3 Multiweek timetable module

Especially vocational schools often use a big number of lesson groups in order to meet the different time
ranges of the different classes. Therefore the lesson group window now has an extra filter line.
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4 Lesson planning & value calculation

4.1 Lesson planning

You can also use the new comments feature in the relevant windows of the lesson planning module.

These are reductions and reduction reasons windows.

4.2 Value calculation

Terms and time limitations

If the timetable is changed during the school year, in many cases it is recommended to open a new term
and to carry out any changes in this term. In this respect, the calculation method was changed in Untis
2019 which will be explained in the following.

Note
The  calculation  method  described  in  the  following  does  not  apply  for  Austrian  federal  schools  ('UPIS
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schools').

Teacher balance in one term
A lesson which takes place over the entire time range of a term fully counts in this term so that the
teacher balance of this respective term can be calculated.

Example: lesson

A school year of 42 weeks has two terms. Term 1 ends January 1 and lasts for 20 weeks; term 2 starts
on 2 January and lasts 22 weeks.

Teacher Fre has a target/week of 12,000 value units in term 1.

Teacher Fre teaches subject LE (L-No. 21) during the entire term 1; the value of this lesson therefore is
1.00. Similarly, lessons 5-8, which count for 100% in the value calculation.
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Lesson number 10, which is limited to 11 December, counts for 0.90 value units for the teacher’s actual
value. This calculation is new and follows the logics that this lesson can only be held in 18 of 20 possible
weeks, and the calculation of the factor therefore follows the principle
(number of active weeks in this term)/(number of weeks in this term), i.e.

18/20 = 0.90

The 'old' value which had been shown at this position until Untis 2018 and which is made up of (number
of active weeks in this term)/(number of weeks during the school year ), i.e. 18/42=0.43, can now be
found in the 'yearly average':

If you select term 2, in which this lesson is not held, you will see that it has a value of 0.00 in this term’s
value calculation. The yearly average, however, is the same.
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Lesson no. 21 has a value of 1.00 in the value calculation of term 1, as described in the beginning. This
lesson does not exist in term 2, i.e. it is not relevant for the value of the teacher any more.
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In total the value of given lessons in term 1 is 11.90 value units for teacher Fre. The above described
example also explains why no sum total is shown in the total row of the yearly average column: the total
of all individual lines shown in the picture does not sum up to the actual yearly average of 10.90, and
would therefore only be confusing. The correct yearly average (lesson+reductions – more information will
follow in the next section) are always stated in the 'Teacher' master data window.

Example reductions

In addition to the aforementioned lesson, other activities in the form of reductions are taken into teacher
Fre’s lesson balance. He has this activity only in term 1, i.e. why in Untis 2019 it is calculated with 1.00
in term 1 and with 0.00 in term 2, similar to a date-limited lesson. This means that date-limited
reductions are calculated the same as date-limited lessons.
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This is also new in Untis 2019. Up to Untis 2018 the mean value 0.48 was shown here. This values is
exclusively shown in the form view of the reduction window. The new version now makes it possible to
generate the actual/target balance of the respective teacher for both term 1 and term 2.

Teacher balance for term and school year

The balance is activated in the page layout of the lesson window.

The first line states the balance for the current term. In the above example: 11.90 value units from the
lesson plus 1.00 units from reduction, is a total of 12.90 value units.

The second line states the balance for the whole school year and throughout all terms. The example
above shows teacher Fre’s balance in term 1 with + 0.90 and throughout the whole school year with
+0.43. Any limitations and also all changes of the target value are taken into account in this term.
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In term 2 teacher Fre’s balance states 0.00, the balance line for the whole school year certainly always
looks the same regardless of the term.

Value correction

The sum total of value corrections in one term can now also be displayed at the teachers’ master data.
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Please note that
1. only '+' and '-' value corrections are taken into account,
2. the display of the sum total of value corrections is subject to the selected term and that
3. the total of value corrections are only included in the yearly average .

The above example shows a value correction of '20' in 40 school weeks and a value of '0.5' in the yearly
average .

5 Cover scheduling module

5.1 Absences/reasons of absence

Reasons of absence not in absence header

As of Untis 2019, the reason of absence is not shown in the absence header any more if the option “Not
in Abs. Head” has been selected. The respective element, however, ist shown in the absence header.
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Copying of absences

As of Untis 2019, you can copy absences and paste them into another day. Just select the respective
absence and press Ctrl + C on your keyboard. Then select the time range in which you would like to
insert it in the absence window and confirm with Ctrl.+V.
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5.2 Substitutions

Defining substitutes manually – colour coding

When clicking on the respective settings under 'Cover Scheduling | Miscellaneous', the teachers who are
actually teaching at this point in time are coloured in red in the pull-down menu.

Period blocks in preponement suggestions

As of Untis 2019 you only need one step for preponements of double periods. Select 'lesson block' in the
substitute suggestion window. In the preponement suggestion window steps 1 and 2 show those lessons
you could use for the first and the second period of the respective double period. By double clicking on
the respective line, both preponements are implemented.
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5.3 Events

Events in the timetable

Events affecting only one part of the class and which therefore only show one student group assigned are
from now on displayed next to each other in the class timetable.
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Values for events

As of Untis 2019 you can define a value for events. This entry directly affects the substitution statement if
you check “values” in the “Count how” area of the substitution counter.
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5.4 Personal studies

You can create personal studies, i.e. substitutions which do not need a cover teacher, either individually
via '+' substitute or via the class time grid for the entire class.

As of Untis 2019 you can pre-define a default room for personal studies in the settings.
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5.5 Substitution statement

New fields have been added to the substitution statement:

Substitutions for break supervision

There is a separate area in the substitution statement which provides a balance of planned and covered
break supervisions of a specific teacher in a certain time range.
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Used / un-used standbys

There is now also a separate area providing a balance of standbys of a specific teacher.

5.6 Break supervision

Splitting of break supervisions: shown in substitution list

If break supervisions are split, it now clearly shows in the substitution list which of the supervisions
needs to be cover without entering any additional data.
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Standby for break supervision

For quite some time now, you have been able to schedule supervisions in the breaks for certain
supervision areas by the means of the Break Supervision module. At the same time the Substitution
Planning module has supported you for quite some time to find a substitute for colleagues who are not
able to do their planned supervisions due to absence.

Untis 2019 now provides you with the opportunity to also schedule standbys for break supervisions. The
Break Supervision window now has a button for putting it into standby mode.

The standby mode provides you with the possibility to nominate a teacher for standby for every break
supervision by either entering the name of the respective teacher or via the Teacher suggestion window.
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The standby teachers for break supervisions are then marked in substitution mode.
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6 Course Scheduling module - student timetables

6.1 Diagnosis

Courses assigned with classes of which no student takes part in

If you schedule an optional (compulsory) subject by the means of the student timetables module, it often
happens that a certain course which is offered to students of a certain class is not selected by any of the
students. In this case the class of which none of the students take part in the course should be deleted
from the lesson before the timetable optimisation is carried out.

Untis 2018 introduced a respective item in the diagnosis at the input data. Untis 2019 now has a new
feature which allows for automatic removal of such assignments. The button you need to click becomes
visible in the diagnosis window as soon as you select the item <Course: 0 students of class>.

Clusters: Subject once per day not possible

If several teachers are scheduled with contradictory time requests in a cluster, it can happen that it is not
possible any more to schedule the periods of a cluster on different days.

Example: creating a cluster
Subjects once per day not possible
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The 5 period cluster T3 contains the courses H1, E2 and BIO1. Teachers Cer and Shak are obviously
part-time teachers, Cer is blocked on Fridays, Shak on Mondays.
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Since none of the courses allows double periods it is impossible to schedule the five cluster periods on
different days of the week, since the teachers are only three days of the week together in school. This is
now also shown in diagnosis.
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In Untis 2019 you now can specify if the requirement 'Subject only once per day' should be taken into
account in total optimisation.

6.2 Course studen overview

In Untis 2019 it is now easy to transfer the allocation of a student group to another course by using the
clipboard.

Example: Copy&Paste
Copying of course allocations

The picture below shows that 18 students have been allocated to course d1 , course en1 , however, does
not have any students yet.
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First select course d1 and copy the student allocation to the clipboard with <Ctrl.>-<C>.

Now select course en1 .
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Now paste the student allocation with <Ctrl.>-<V>.

If the target course is not empty, i.e. students have already been allocated to this course, you will be
asked, if you want to delete the already allocated students from the course before the new student
allocation will be inserted.

6.2.1 Exam scheduling

There have been some changes in scheduling exams.

When you click the button <New exam> you are asked to select the course or the lesson this exam is
based on. When you select the courses for the exams, you now additionally see how many students are
scheduled to take this exam based on your statistical code:
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Even after having selected the courses/clusters, you see in the exam window how many students of the
course will take part in the exam. As usual, you can add or delete any other course to the exam at a
later point in time, however, at least one course needs to remain in the course of lists. The last remaining
course in this list cannot be deleted.
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And the function <Course teacher> now imports all teachers of the cluster to the exam (and not only the
one who was selected first for each). Similarly the function <Course room> also imports all rooms of the
cluster.
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Furthermore, the allocated room is imported according to the timetable and not the room which is stated
in one of the room columns of the lesson.

6.3 Studen-Course-Choice

The function <Delete all course choices> has a new option in our 2019 version: it is now possible to only
delete the course choice of the active student. .
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6.4 Total optimisation

Part-time teachers who are only teaching on certain days of the week can very much limit the suitability
for scheduling clusters. Untis 2019 therefore shows in the Diagnosis whether a certain teacher
constellation prevents the scheduling of all cluster periods on different days of the week.

In this context you also can define in the total optimisation whether the suitability for scheduling of
cluster periods on different days of the week should be taken into account when creating a cluster.
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6.5 Expansion of Class/Level filter

Student timetables

The selection of classes or of a class level now also limits the selection of students

a) in the master data windos and
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b) in the students timetables.
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For a better overview the text ** active selection ** is shown in the heading of these windows when the
filter is active.

Conflicting courses

In the exams the Class/Level selection now also has an effect on the list of conflicting courses.
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7 Calendar - Year Planning module

Calendar – Year Planning

In the Calendar – Year Planning window you can also use the new comments feature.

The new date fields enable you to freely choose the time range.

Calendar absences
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As of Untis 2019, you can define in the Timetable section (go to 'Settings | Miscellaneous') whether
yearly periods which are affected by a calendar absence should optionally not be automatically
unscheduled.

8 Minutes module

8.1 Lunch breaks

In the Minutes mode it is now possible to give the teachers’ or the students’ lunch breaks different labels:
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8.2 <Change teacher> and <Add teacher>

By entering core times (time request &apos;+3&apos;) for teachers in the Minute mode, you can define
the times at which colleagues are definitely at school. This is an important feature for Scandinavian
schools.

The functions &lt;Change teacher&gt; and &lt;Add teacher&gt;, which can be accessed via the timetable,
the respective teachers are now also coloured in green.
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9 Untis MultiUser

Log file

If (SQL) error messages come up while using the database they are now written into a log file. The path
of this log file can be defined under 'Settings | MultiUser'.
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Private copies of public views

Public views are available to all users of the MultiUser module, even to those who are not authorised to
change any public view.

If a user tries to modify a public view, e.g. in order to change the font size, Untis 2019 now provides you
with the possibility to automatically make a private copy of the public view:
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Futhermore, the user then is provided with the possibility to enter names and full names of these views.

Cover scheduling

The new user column in the cover scheduling views shows which user has made the last changes in a
substitution line.

10 UniUntis

Under 'Settings | Miscellaneous' at the UniUntis tab (for universities and tertiary educational institutes)
the possibility to personalise the terms used was extended by terms for Lesson group, term and Subject
room .
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11 Untis Express

In Untis Express there is a new function called <Check substitutions> which supports you in eliminating
any data inconsistencies.

12 WebUntis

The integration with WebUntis has also been changed a bit.

Import of teacher absences

As of Untis 2019, teacher absences can be imported from WebUntis. Absences which teachers with the
respective permission have entered into WebUntis themselves can now directly be imported to Untis.
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When Untis already shows an absence colliding with an absence to be imported, you will be asked
whether you want to combine the two absences. Answering with 'Yes' an absence is created; answering
with 'No' leads to two separate, overlapping absences.

Warning: Creating and changing of absences
Create an absence only  in Untis  or in WebUntis  but  never in both systems.  If you  change  an  absence
either in Untis or in WebUntis and export or import it, the changes are taken over in the other system.

Exams

Exams created in WebUntis and imported to Untis can now be shifted in 'Cover Scheduling' on the same
day (e.g. from the 3rd to the 1st period.) You first need to deactivate the 'Cover Scheduling' option in the
'Exam' window, change the fields 'from' and 'to' and re-activate 'Cover Scheduling' for exams. When you
re-export to WebUntis the exam is synchronised in WebUntis accordingly.

Furthermore, for the synchronisation of exams with WebUntis it is necessary to allocate one or more
lessons to every exam which it is based on (In the sense of: 'exam in English in class 5A'. The basic
lesson then is English in class 5A.)

Therefore Untis 2019 automatically opens a selection window when you click on the <New exam>button
where you can select a lesson or a course.

Note: Exam without basic lesson
If you have scheduled exams without a basic lesson in the past, we now recommend to create special
duties for supervision teachers with the respective room.
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Bookings

The contents of the bookings.txt and cancels.txt files is now directly saved in the gpn file and in the
database. These data are therefore not needed any more.

There is a new option in the booking window called 'Show all bookings' which then displays all imported
bookings so far.
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